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Tannaka–Kre˘ın duality for compact quantum
homogeneous spaces. II. Classification of quantum
homogeneous spaces for quantum SU p2q
Kenny De Commer and Makoto Yamashita
Abstract
We apply the Tannaka–Kre˘ın duality theory for quantum homogeneous spaces, developed
in the first part of this series of papers, to the case of the quantum SU p2q groups. We
obtain a classification of their quantum homogeneous spaces in terms of weighted oriented
graphs. The equivariant maps between these quantum homogeneous spaces can be charac-
terized by certain quadratic equations associated with the braiding on the representations
of SU qp2q. We show that, for |q| close to 1, all quantum homogeneous spaces are realized
by coideals.
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categories
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Introduction
This is a continuation of our previous paper on the Tannaka–Kre˘ın duality for quantum ho-
mogeneous spaces. In this paper, we apply our general machinery to the case of the ‘quantum
SU p2q group’ SU qp2q, where 0 ă |q| ď 1 [29, 30].
The study of SU qp2q and its actions on noncommutative spaces has special significance in the
study of compact quantum groups. The quantum SU p2q group was and remains the prime
example of the matrix quantum group theory initiated by S.L. Woronowicz. Because of its
close connection to the Drinfeld–Jimbo quantized universal enveloping algebra Uqpsl2pCqq, it
gives rise to an interesting deformation of the finite-dimensional representation theory of sl2pCq.
Our goal here is to study operator algebras which allow SU qp2q, for some q, as an ergodic
symmetry group. We shall refer to such operator algebras as quantum homogeneous spaces for
SU qp2q. For q “ 1, A. Wassermann’s classification [28] of the ergodic actions of the classical
Lie group SU p2q implied that it has only ‘classical’ quantum homogeneous spaces, in the sense
1
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that any such action can be obtained by induction from a (projective) representation of a closed
subgroup of SU p2q. In particular, there are only countably many isomorphism classes of such
actions.
The situation for SU qp2q with |q| ă 1 is drastically different. First, P. Podles´ showed that there
is a continuum of non-isomorphic ‘quantum 2-spheres’ over SU qp2q which do not necessarily
correspond to quantum subgroups. R. Tomatsu [23] extended this by classifying all quantum
homogeneous spaces over SU qp2q which are of coideal type. In another direction, J. Bichon,
A. de Rijdt and S. Vaes [5] discovered that, for |q| small enough, a family of non-coideal type
quantum homogeneous spaces exists, admitting large multiplicities for spectral subspaces. This
diversity makes it important to understand the general structure of a quantum homogeneous
space for SU qp2q, and this will be the main focus point of this paper.
In [8], it was shown that the quantum homogeneous spaces over a compact quantum group G
can be classified by the indecomposable semi-simple module C˚-categories over the tensor C˚-
category of finite-dimensional unitary representations of G. In a purely algebraic setting, finite
indecomposable semi-simple module categories for ReppSLqp2qq were classified in [9]. However,
in the case of SU qp2q, the extra positivity conditions which are present mean that we have to
further refine the classification of purely algebraic module categories over ReppSU qp2qq. On the
other hand, we can treat the case of module categories having infinitely many irreducible objects
(which was recently treated also in the purely algebraic case in [11]). Secondly, because of the
above positivity, we can label the parameter space of our classification in a more convenient
way since all matrices concerned can be diagonalized. We first introduce some terminology.
Definition. An oriented graph Γ consists of a countable set Γp0q, the set of vertices, and a
countable set Γp1q, the set of (oriented) edges, together with two maps Γp1q
s
Ñ
t
Γp0q called
the source and target map. In particular, we allow an infinite number of vertices and edges,
and multiple edges as well as loops at vertices. A cost (or weight) on an oriented graph is a
positive real valued function W : Γp1q Ñ R` on the edge set. When v is a vertex, the source cost
W pvq P r0,`8s is the sum of the costs of all the edges leaving from v. We call an oriented graph
symmetric if it can be equipped with an involution e Ñ e¯ on the edge set which interchanges
source and target vertex of each edge. We call a cost on a symmetric graph balanced if one can
choose an involution satisfying W peqW pe¯q “ 1.
Definition. Let Γ be an oriented graph, and let T be a nonzero real number. A fair and
balanced T -cost on Γ is a balanced cost on Γ such that the source cost at any vertex is equal
to |T |, and with an even number of loops at each vertex for the case T ą 0. A graph with a
fair and balanced T -cost is also called a fair and balanced T -graph.
Remarks. 1. We stress that in the above definitions, the involution is not part of the data
set. More precisely, an isomorphism between two fair and balanced T -graphs pΓi,Wiq is
simply a couple of bijective maps φpkq : Γ
pkq
1 Ñ Γpkq2 which intertwine the source, target
and weight maps.
2. It is easily seen that the degree degpΓq “ supv#te | speq “ vu of a fair and balanced
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T -graph Γ is bounded. More precisely, degpΓq ď T 2.
3. Another way to look at a fair and balanced cost is by considering the associated ‘random
walk’, which assigns to each edge the probability
P peq “ W peqř
f,speq“spfqW pfq
“ W peq|T | .
Then we see that, having fixed T , the random walk P completely determines W , and
the only condition imposed on P is that P peqP pe¯q “ T´2 (which one can could call
T´2-reciprocality). However, we chose to work with the cost W since the condition
W peqW pe¯q “ 1 better reflects the crucial roˆle of the inversion, and since the probabilistic
nature of the formulation is not fundamentally used yet in the present work.
Theorem (Theorem 2.4). For 0 ă |q| ď 1, the quantum homogeneous spaces over SU qp2q are
classified, up to equivariant Morita equivalence, by connected fair and balanced q ` q´1-graphs.
The connected fair and balanced 2-graphs are easy to classify in a direct way. Hence we
obtain in particular a more conceptual proof (Proposition 4.1) of the above mentioned result of
Wassermann for SU p2q. In the quantized setting, when |q| is close enough to 1, our classification
implies that any quantum homogeneous space is of coideal type (see Theorem 4.3), naturally
generalizing the classical case q “ 1. On the other hand, as q gets smaller, there arises a
profusion of ergodic actions, since any symmetric graph Γ with bounded degree (and an even
number of loops at each vertex) admits at least one fair and balanced T -cost for T “ ˘}Γ}.
Here is a short summary of the contents of this paper. In the first section, we recall the
definition of the quantum SU p2q groups, and briefly discuss some of the main results of [8] for
these particular quantum groups. In the second section, we prove the theorem stated above. The
main observation here is that the representation category of SU qp2q is in essence the Temperley–
Lieb category ([30], [1]), whose universal property can be exploited to encode semi-simple C˚-
module categories over ReppSU qp2qq in terms of the combinatorial structure of weighted graphs.
In the third section, we give some more information on connected fair and balanced T -graphs.
In the fourth section, we give a more concrete classification of SUqp2q-homogeneous spaces in
the region |q| P p1 ´ ε, 1s, for some small ε. In the fifth section, a connected fair and balanced
q ` q´1-graph pΓ,W q is shown to give rise to a particular, non-ergodic action on a ˚-algebra
A , having the associated ergodic actions as its corners. The ˚-algebra A can be explicitly
given in terms of generators and relations determined by the weighted graph pΓ, wq. In the
sixth section, we show that equivariant maps between the quantum homogeneous spaces over
SU qp2q can be determined by certain quadratic equations on isometries associated with the
weighted graphs. Finally, in the seventh section, we use some of the above results to determine
structural properties of the C˚-algebra underlying an ergodic action of SU qp2q: we show that
the C˚-algebra is of type I if and only if it is of coideal type, and that the K-groups can be
computed from the associated graph, using the resolution of the Baum–Connes conjecture for
SUqp2q obtained by Voigt.
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1 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper q is a real number with 0 ă |q| ď 1. The q-integer pq´n ´ qnq{pq´1 ´ qq
is denoted by rnsq. We shall frequently employ its absolute value |rnsq|, which we will denote
by JnKq.
The cyclic group of order n is denoted by Zn.
We will freely use notation and terminology as introduced in [8]. Although we shall briefly
recall these notations when necessary, the reader is nevertheless strongly encouraged to consult
[8] beforehand, particularly its Section 2 and the Appendix.
Definition 1.1. The ˚-algebra PpSU qp2qq of regular functions on the compact quantum group
SU qp2q is the universal unital ˚-algebra over C with generators uij, where i, j P t1, 2u, subject
to the relations
(1.1)
ˆ
u˚11 u
˚
12
u˚21 u
˚
22
˙
“
ˆ
u22 ´qu21
´q´1u12 u11
˙
and
(1.2)
ˆ
u˚11 u
˚
21
u˚12 u
˚
22
˙ˆ
u11 u12
u21 u22
˙
“
ˆ
u11 u12
u21 u22
˙ˆ
u˚11 u
˚
21
u˚12 u
˚
22
˙
“
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
.
It is a Hopf ˚-algebra whose coproduct is defined by
∆puijq “ ui1 b u1j ` ui2 b u2j
for any i, j P t1, 2u.
Consider the matrix u P M2pPpSU qp2qqq with components puijqij, and the matrix u¯ with com-
ponents pu˚ijqij . If we put
(1.3) F “
ˆ
0 |q| 12
´ sgnpqq|q|´ 12 0
˙
,
the defining relations (1.1) and (1.2) simply say that u is unitary and u¯ “ F´1uF .
Remark 1.2. At the classical limit q “ 1, we obtain the Hopf ˚-algebra of the matrix coefficients
of finite-dimensional unitary representations of SU p2q. On the other extreme, when q “ ´1,
the quantum group SU´1p2q can be interpreted as the free orthogonal quantum group O`2 ([3]).
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Let 1
2
N be the set t0, 1
2
, 1, 3
2
, . . .u of nonnegative half integers. The highest weight theory gives
a labeling of isomorphism classes of irreducible objects in ReppSU qp2qq by 12N. That is, for
each n P 1
2
N, we have an irreducible representation un, unique up to isomorphism, having the
classical dimension 2n ` 1, and the quantum dimension J2n ` 1Kq. The tensor product of two
such representations decomposes the same way as in the classical case:
umlT un “ u|m´n| ‘ u|m´n|`1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ um`n.
The first nontrivial irreducible representation u “ u1{2 is of special importance. It can be
realized on a 2-dimensional Hilbert space H1{2 with an orthonormal basis pe1, e2q, endowed with
the comodule structure δpeiq “ e1 b u1i ` e2 b u2i. Thus, the generators puijqij of PpSU qp2qq
are precisely the matrix coefficients for this choice of basis.
The matrix F is related to the duality for u. Namely, the linear map
(1.4) Ru : C Ñ H1{2 bH1{2, λ ÞÑ λ
´
´ sgnpqq |q|´1{2 e1 b e2 ` |q|1{2 e2 b e1
¯
.
is an intertwiner from uo to ulT u, and satisfies the equation
pR˚u b 1qp1bRuq “ ´ sgnpqqidu, R˚uRu “ J2Kqido.(1.5)
In particular, it follows that u itself is a dual object for u, and pRu,´ sgnpqqRuq gives a pair of
duality morphisms. We then have that Fei “ pe˚i b idqRu for i P t1, 2u.
Definition 1.3. Let C be a strict tensor C˚-category. We call a couple px,Rq a q-fundamental
solution in C if x is an object in C, and R P Morp1C, x b xq satisfies the condition (1.5) for
px,Rq in place of pu,Ruq.
We call two q-fundamental solutions px,Rq and py,Sq equivalent if there exists a unitary mor-
phism U from x to y such that S “ pU b UqR.
By the above definition, if px,Rq is a q-fundamental solution, one has x¯ “ x by the duality
morphism pair pR,´ sgnpqqRq.
The following theorem is then well-known in one or another form. It states that the rep-
resentation category of SU qp2q, which can also be realized as the Karoubi envelope of the
Temperley–Lieb category, is the universal tensor C˚-category generated by a q-fundamental
solution.
Theorem 1.4 (Chapter XII of [25], Remark 2.2.4 in [9], Lemma 6.1 of [31], Theorem 6.2 of [18],
Sections 6–8 of [19]). Let C be a strict tensor C˚-category, and let px,Rq be a q-fundamental
solution in C. Then there exists a unique strict tensor C˚-functor
F : ReppSU qp2qq Ñ C
such that Fu “ x and such that R equals RF “ FpRuq.
Moreover, two strict tensor C˚-functors F and G from ReppSU qp2qq into C are tensor equivalent
if and only if the q-fundamental solutions pFu,RFq and pGu,RGq are equivalent.
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Proof. The first part of the theorem as stated is found most explicitly, in the ˚-setting, in [19].
However, one can easily modify the version in [25] to accommodate for the ˚-structure. The
second part is not found explicitly in these references, but can be deduced easily from their
techniques: given an equivalence U between pFu,RFq and pGu,RGq, we get a map
τubn : Fpubnq “ Fpuqbn U
bnÑ Gpuqbn “ Gpubnq.
Using that morphisms between ubn and ubm can be expressed as algebraic combinations of Ru
and R˚u, it follows that the above map is natural. It can then be extended to the desired tensor
equivalence.
Remark 1.5. The strictness assumption is not essential, since, in this particular case, any
strong tensor C˚-functor from ReppSU qp2qq to C is equivalent with a strict one.
Let J be an index set. We recall that EJf is the rigid tensor C
˚-category of J ˆ J-graded
Hilbert spaces H “ ‘v,wPJHvw such that supv
ř
wpdimpHvwq ` dimpHwvqq ă 8. Applying
Theorem 1.4 to this category (which for all intents and purposes may be assumed strict), we
obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 1.6. A strict tensor C˚-functor F : ReppSU qp2qq Ñ EJf is completely determined
by the values of Fu and RF “ FpRuq. These data can be any pair pH ,Rq such that H is an
object in EJf and R “ ‘v
ř
wRvw is a family of maps
Rvw : C Ñ Hvw bHwv
satisfying
1. pR˚vw b idqpid bRwvq “ ´ sgnpqqid on Hvw, and
2.
ř
wR
˚
vwRvw “ J2Kq, for all v.
Two q-fundamental solutions pH ,Rq and pG ,Sq respectively in EJf and EJ 1f give isomorphic
ReppSU qp2qq-module categories if and only if there exists a bijection φ : J 1 Ñ J and unitaries
Uvw : Gφpvqφpwq Ñ Hvw such that Rvw “ pUvw b UwvqSφpvqφpwq.
Remark 1.7. The module category associated with such an F is connected if and only if the
grading on H can not be decomposed into two separate blocks.
The above conditions on the Rvw imply that Hvw and Hwv have the same dimension for any
pair pv, wq. We can also represent these Rvw as anti-linear maps Jvw : Hvw Ñ Hwv defined by
(1.6) Jvwξ “ pξ˚ b idqpRvwp1qq,
where ξ˚pηq “ xξ, ηy.
Proposition 1.8 (Cf. [8], Lemma A.3.2). The operators pJvwqv,w satisfy JwvJvw “ ´ sgnpqqid
and, for any fixed v,
ř
w TrpJ ˚vwJvwq “ J2Kq.
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Proof. Let us first check JwvJvw “ ´ sgnpqqid. When ξ P Hvw, unwinding the definition, we
have
JwvJvwξ “ Jwvppξ˚ b idqRvwp1qq “ pR˚vw b idqpξ bRwvp1qq.
Using the first equality in (1.5), the right hand side is equal to ´ sgnpqqξ.
We next verify the condition on the traces. Choose orthonormal bases pξvwi qi of the Hilbert
spaces Hvw. Then ÿ
w
R˚vwRvw “
ÿ
w
ÿ
i
ppξvw˚i b idqRvwq˚ppξvw˚i b idqRvwq
“
ÿ
w
ÿ
i
xJvwξvwi ,Jvwξvwi y
“
ÿ
w
TrpJ ˚vwJvwq.
By the second relation in Proposition 1.6, we have
ř
w TrpJ ˚vwJvwq “ J2Kq.
Conversely, if a collection of anti-linear operators Jvw : Hvw Ñ Hwv satisfies the conditions
of the proposition above, the family pRvwqvw defined by (1.6) gives a q-fundamental solution.
Two such collections pHvw,Jvwq and pGvw, Ivwq are then equivalent if and only if there exists a
bijection φ : J 1 Ñ J and unitaries Uvw : Gφpvqφpwq Ñ Hvw such that Jvw “ UvwIφpvq,φpwqU˚vw.
2 Classification of SU qp2q-homogeneous spaces by graphs
We use the results from the previous section to classify the quantum homogeneous spaces of
SUqp2q in terms of weighted graphs.
Notation 2.1. Let J be a countable set, and q P R with 0 ă |q| ď 1. We let T Jq denote the
collection of q-fundamental solutions pH ,Rq in EJf .
Notation 2.2. Let pH ,Rq P T Jq , and let Jvw be the associated anti-linear operators as in
(1.6). We let pλpvwqk qk denote the eigenvalues of J ˚vwJvw, counted with multiplicity.
We define W pH ,Rq as the oriented graph with cost which has the vertex set J , and dimpHvwq
arrows from v to w with costs pλpvwqk qk.
In the following proposition, we provide a fundamental domain for the equivalence classes of
q-fundamental solutions in EJf (cf. the discussion after Theorem 5.5 of [5]).
Proposition 2.3. Let J and J 1 be countable sets. When pH ,Rq P T Jq and pG ,Sq P T J 1q , the
associated weighted graphs W pH ,Rq and W pG ,Sq are isomorphic if and only if the induced
tensor functors from ReppSU qp2qq into EJf and EJ 1f are tensor equivalent.
Moreover, any W pH ,Rq is a fair and balanced r2sq-graph, and all fair and balanced r2sq-graphs
arise in this way.
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Proof. First we remark that, by Proposition 1.6, equivalence of tensor functors can be replaced
by equivalence of q-fundamental solutions.
Let now pH ,Rq be a q-fundamental solution with associated anti-linear maps Jvw. First,
the sum of weights on edges starting from a vertex v is given by
ř
w TrpJ ˚vwJvwq. Thus,
Proposition 1.8 implies that W pH ,Rq has the constant source weight J2Kq.
Let us show that the cost is balanced. If there are no edges from v to w, this means Jvw “ 0.
Since JvwJwv “ ´ sgnpqqid, it follows that also Jwv “ 0, and so there are no edges from w
to v. Assume now that Jvw ‰ 0. We consider the left polar decomposition Jvw “ JvwPvw, so
that Jvw is an isometric anti-linear map and Pvw is a positive linear map. From the condition
JvwJwv “ ´ sgnpqq, we know that Jvw is an anti-unitary, that Pvw is invertible and that
P´1vw p´ sgnpqqJ˚vwq is the right polar decomposition of Jwv. By the uniqueness of the (left) polar
decomposition, we obtain Jwv “ ´ sgnpqqJ˚vw and Pwv “ JvwP´1vw J˚vw. It follows that, with
preservation of multiplicities, we have
SpecpJ ˚vwJvwq “ pSpecpJ ˚wvJwvqq´1.
This shows that W pH ,Rq has an involution such that the cost becomes balanced. Thus,
W pH ,Rq is a fair and balanced J2Kq-graph. Moreover, because J 2vv “ ´ sgnpqq, the multiplicity
of 1 in J ˚vvJvv is even in case q ą 0 and the involution can be made fixed point free. We conclude
that W pH ,Rq is a fair and balanced r2sq-graph.
Now, two q-fundamental solutions pH ,Rq and pG ,Sq with associated anti-linear maps Jvw and
Ivw are equivalent if and only if there exists a bijection φ : J
1 Ñ J and unitaries Uvw : Gφpvqφpwq Ñ
Hvw such that Jvw “ UvwIφpvqφpwqU˚vw. Hence we see that W pH ,Rq does not depend on the
equivalence class of pH ,Rq, since this simply corresponds to relabeling of the vertices.
Conversely, let pΓ,W q be a fair and balanced r2sq-graph, with a labeling of its vertices by J .
Choose an involution on the edge set as in the balancedness condition, fixed point free in case
q ą 0. Choose an arbitrary function ρ : Γp1q Ñ t´1, 1u such that ρpeqρpe¯q “ ´ sgnpqq for all
edges e. Such a function exists by the stated assumption in the q ą 0 case. Let Hvw be the
vector space spanned by the edges in Γp1q having source v and range w, and make it into a
Hilbert space by making these edges an orthonormal basis. Finally, let H be the Hilbert space
direct sum of the Hvw with the obvious JˆJ-grading. Note that by balancedness and fairness,
the number of edges coming out of or going into any given vertex is uniformly bounded, so thatÀ
v,w Hvw is an element of E
J
f .
Define then Jvw : Hvw Ñ Hwv as the unique anti-linear operator taking the standard basis
vector e to ρpeqW peq1{2e¯. It is clear, by construction, that these operators satisfy the equations
in Proposition 1.8. Hence they give a q-fundamental solution in EJf .
It is left to show that these two maps are inverses of each other. The only difficulty may consist
in showing that an arbitrary solution pH ,Rq is isomorphic to the solution constructed from
W pH ,Rq as in the previous paragraph. However, choosing bases in the Hvw which diagonalise
the J ˚vwJvw, we get immediately a choice for the function ρ. It is then easy to construct the
desired isomorphism.
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Theorem 2.4. For 0 ă |q| ď 1, the quantum homogeneous spaces over SU qp2q are classified,
up to equivariant Morita equivalence, by connected fair and balanced q ` q´1-graphs.
Proof. The theorem follows by combining Proposition 2.3 with [8, Theorem 6.4]. Since the
powers of u generate ReppSU qp2qq, the graphW pH ,Rq is connected if and only if the associated
module category is connected, in which case the index set must necessarily be countable.
3 Connected fair and balanced graphs
In the following, each a priori unoriented graph will be interpreted as a symmetric graph in the
obvious way.
3.1 Examples of fair and balanced graphs from Frobenius–Perron
theory
Proposition 3.1 (c.f. Theorem 3.5 of [9]). Let Γ be a connected symmetric graph. Then Γ
admits a fair and balanced T -cost for some T ă 0 if and only if it has finite degree, i.e. the
number of edges emanating from a vertex is uniformly bounded. It admits a fair and balanced
T -cost for some T ą 0 if in addition the number of loops at each vertex is even.
Proof. As already remarked in the Introduction and the proof of Proposition 2.3, the existence
of a fair and balanced T -cost necessarily implies that the degree of the graph is finite.
Conversely, if Γ has finite degree, the norm }Γ} of the adjacency matrix ApΓq of Γ is finite. From
classical Frobenius–Perron theory (for finite graphs) and [22] (for infinite graphs), it follows that
we can find a formal eigenvector c of ApΓq at eigenvalue }Γ}, such that cv ą 0 for all vertices
v. If then e is any edge from v to w, associate with it the cost cw{cv ą 0. It is clear that this
cost is balanced. Moreover, the eigenvector property implies that it gives a fair and balanced
T -cost for T “ ´}Γ}. Of course, this is a fair and balanced }Γ}-graph if the loops at vertices
are even in number.
Remark 3.2. 1. When Γ is infinite, the same result of [22] gives that we have fair and
balanced T -costs for any T with |T | ě }Γ}.
2. When Γ is a tree, any fair and balanced cost on Γ must arise from a Frobenius–Perron
eigenvector. Indeed, choosing a root for the tree, one can assign to any vertex the product
of the costs of the edges in the unique minimal path from the root to that vertex, which is
easily seen to give an eigenvector for the adjacency matrix with strictly positive entries. In
general, as in the Examples 3.14 below, other finite graphs might admit fair and balanced
costs which are not induced by Frobenius–Perron vectors. See also the discussion in
Theorem 3.5 of [9], whose techniques are also applicable in the positive setting.
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Corollary 3.3. Any connected symmetric graph Γ of bounded degree and norm }Γ} ě 2 arises
as the graph of an ergodic action of SU qp2q, for at least one value of q.
The countable set of graphs with norm ă 2 has to be excluded of course, since it correspond
to the root of unity case T “ q ` q´1 with q P te ipin | n ě 3u, for which the operator algebraic
SUqp2q is not defined. Cf. [16].
Remark 3.4. The case of finite trees shows that there exist ‘isolated’ examples of quantum
homogeneous spaces for SU qp2q which only appear at one particular value of |q|, c.f. the super-
rigid graphs in [9]. The matrices associated with these graphs tend to have non-integer norms,
and hence the corresponding quantum homogeneous space algebras cannot be embedded equiv-
ariantly into full quantum multiplicity ones by [8, Proposition 7.5]. Cf. Corollary 4.2 of [20] for
a related result.
Definition 3.5. Let Γ be an oriented graph, and let n be a positive integer. We let Γpnq denote
the graph which has the same vertices as Γ, and the paths of length n in Γ as its edges.
Proposition 3.6. Let T be a nonzero real number, and let Γ be a connected symmetric graph
endowed with a fair and balanced T -cost W . Then, for any positive integer n, the graph Γpnq
admits a fair and balanced pp´1qn`1T nq-cost.
Proof. When pe1, e2, . . . , enq is an n-tuple of composable edges in Γ, we define the weight of the
corresponding edge in Γpnq to be
śn
j“1W pejq. This way, Γpnq admits the constant source weight
|T |n. We can also define an involution on Γpnq by sending pe1, . . . , enq to pe¯n, . . . , e¯1q, and make
it a fair and balanced p´ |T |nq-cost. If the originally chosen involution eÑ e¯ was free and n is
odd, the involution pe¯n, . . . , e¯1q differs from pe1, . . . , enq at least in the middle, so that we have
in fact a p´p´T qnq-cost.
We note that, when n is even, connectedness of Γ does not imply connectedness of Γpnq.
Remark 3.7. We give an interpretation of the above proposition in terms of the tensor C˚-
functors between the categories ReppSU qp2qq for different values of q. Namely, using (1.5)
successively, one sees that the morphism
RulT n “ pidulT n´1 bRu b idulT n´1qpidulT n´2 bRu b idulT n´2q ¨ ¨ ¨Ru P Morpuo, ulT nlT ulT nq
satisfies
pR˚
ulT n b idulT nqpidulT n bRulT nq “ p´ sgnpqqqnidulT n , R˚ulT nRulT n “ J2Knq .
Thus, for q1 satisfying sgn q1 “ p´ sgnpqqqn and J2Kq1 “ J2Knq , we get a q1-fundamental solution
puulT n , RulT nq in ReppSU qp2qq. This defines a tensor C˚-functor ReppSU q1p2qq Ñ ReppSU qp2qq,
and any semi-simple module C˚-category over ReppSU qp2qq can be considered as one over
ReppSU q1p2qq. The correspondence of fair and balanced graphs is as described in Proposi-
tion 3.6.
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Proposition 3.8. Let Γ “ pV,E, s, tq be a connected graph. If there is a fair and balanced
T -cost W on Γ, then one has }Γ} ď |T |. When the equality holds, the function W is constant
on the set Ev,w “ te P E | speq “ v, tpeq “ wu for any pv, wq P V ˆ V .
Proof. Suppose that there is a fair and balanced T -cost on Γ. Consider an operator B from
ℓ2V to ℓ2E defined by
Bpvq “
ÿ
e : speq“v
a
W peq e.
Then, the condition
ř
e : speq“vW peq “ |T | implies that B˚B “ |T |id, so }B} “
a|T |. Further-
more, consider the unitary operator U on ℓ2E defined by Ue “ e¯. Then, W peqW pe¯q “ 1 implies
that B˚UB is equal to the adjacency matrix ApΓq of Γ. Thus, we have
}Γ} “ }ApΓq} ď }B˚} }U} }B} “ |T | .
Next, suppose that W peq ‰ W pfq for some edges satisfying pspeq, tpeqq “ pspfq, tpfqq. Then,
one may modify the above unitary U by setting Ue “ f¯ , Uf “ e¯, and otherwise keeping the
same definition. Since
a
W peq
b
W pf¯q `
a
W pfq
a
W pe¯q “
a
W peqa
W pfq `
a
W pfqa
W peq ą 2,
the matrix B˚UB admits an entry strictly larger than that of ApΓq at the pspeq, tpeqq-th place,
and the same ones elsewhere. Thus we have }B˚UB} ą }ApΓq} and |T | ą }Γ}.
Corollary 3.9. Let Γ be a symmetric graph. Then, any fair and balanced p´ }Γ}q-cost on Γ
comes from a Frobenius–Perron eigenvector at eigenvalue }Γ} as in the proof of Proposition 3.1.
Proof. Suppose that we are given a fair and balanced p´ }Γ}q-cost on Γ. By Proposition 3.6,
we obtain a fair and balanced p´ }Γ}nq-cost on Γpnq for any n. Since Γpnq has the norm }Γ}n,
Proposition 3.8 implies that the paths of same length, source, and target have the same cost.
Thus, the argument of Remark 3.2.(2) also works for Γ, and we can reconstruct a Frobenius–
Perron eigenvector pcvqv of Γ such that W peq “ ctpeq{cspeq.
3.2 Fair and balanced t-graphs from finite index subfactors
A fair and balanced cost structure can also be constructed on the principal graph of a subfactor.
In this section we freely use constructions from subfactor theory, see for example [12] and [10]
for details.
Let N ĂM be a II1-subfactor of finite index. Associated to this inclusion are the C˚-categories
N -mod-N of N -N -bimodules and M-mod-N of M-N -bimodules, generated by the object N P
NN N under the pair of adjoint functors
MM N b´ : N -mod-N ÑM-mod-N, MN M b´ : M-mod-N Ñ N -mod-N,
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where the b denote the appropriate Connes fusion products.
Let X denote the direct sum C˚-category generated by a copy of N -mod-N and a copy of
M-mod-N , so that in particular MorpX, Y q “ 0 wherever X P N -mod-N and Y P M-mod-N .
We can define an endofunctor F of X by taking MM N b ´ on N -mod-N and MN M b ´ on
M-mod-N . Then F 2 is given by MN N b´ on N -mod-N , and MM N b ´ on M-mod-N . The
latter can be written as pM1qM M b´, with N ĂM ĂM1 the basic construction, since we have
a natural M-M-bimodule isomorphism
(3.1) MN b MN ÑM1, a b b ÞÑ rM : Ns1{2aeNb
which is compatible with the right M-valued inner products xab b, a1 b b1y “ b˚EN pa˚a1qb1 on
MN b MN and xx, yy “ EMpx˚yq on M1.
The natural embeddings N Ñ M and M Ñ M1 induce a natural transformation R0 from idX
to F 2, and in particular F may be identified with a self-adjoint object of EJf , where J is a
parametrization of the irreducible objects in X .
Proposition 3.10. The transformation R0 satisfies
R˚0R0 “ id, pR˚0 b idqpidbR0q “ rM : Ns´1{2id.
Proof. By construction, R˚0 is induced by the conditional expectations EN : M Ñ N and
EM : M1 Ñ M . This implies the first equality.
Next, let us compute the effect of the operation pR˚0 b idqpidbR0q. If X is an N -N bimodule,
this is given by a b x Ñ EM pa b 1q b x for a P M,x P X , where we identify a b 1 with
an element of M1 as in (3.1) and apply EM . Using EM peNq “ rM : Ns´1, we can compute
EM pab 1q “ rM : Ns´1{2a. If X is an M-N bimodule, R0 can be also written as
x ÞÑ rM : Ns´1{2
ÿ
j
mj bm˚j b x
using a Pimsner–Popa basis pmjqj of M over N , in the notation of [17]. Then, the effect of
pR˚ b idqpidbRq can be expressed as
rM : Ns´1{2
ÿ
j
ENpmjqm˚j b x “ rM : Ns´1{21b x.
This completes the proof.
It follows that pF, rM : Ns1{4R0q is a q-fundamental solution in EndpX q for the q satisfying
r2sq “ ´rM : Ns1{2. If we change the embedding M Ñ M1 to x ÞÑ ´x in the definition of R0,
we obtain a q-fundamental solution with r2sq “ rM : Ns1{2. By construction, the corresponding
graph is the principal graph of N Ă M . The ‘2-step construction’ of Proposition 3.6 on the
even vertices gives a p1` q2q-fundamental solution of Pinzari–Roberts [20].
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Remark 3.11. Suppose that the inclusion N ĂM is of finite depth, so that the associated prin-
cipal graph is a finite graph of norm rM : Ns1{2. Corollary 3.9 implies that the q-fundamental
solution pF,Rq constructed from this inclusion is isomorphic to the one given in the existential
part of Proposition 3.1 (this can also be verified by the explicit computation of the Frobe-
nius reciprocity, see [10, Theorem 9.71]), and hence does not retain anything from the original
subfactor except for its principal graph. In the infinite depth case, there is room for more
structure. For example, for any irreducible unitary representation u of some compact quantum
group, there is a subfactor of index dimqpuq whose principal graph is the decomposition graph
of 1, u, ulT u¯, ulT u¯lT u, . . . [2, 26]. If u is the fundamental representation of SU qp2q itself, we
recover the graph A8 with the fair and balanced J2Kq-cost.
3.3 Explicit examples
Example 3.12. Consider the graph A8,8 (Figure 1), i.e. the Cayley graph of pZ, t´1, 1uq. For
|q| “ 1, this graph obviously has a unique structure of a fair and balanced 2-graph, every edge
having weight 1. When 0 ă |q| ă 1, take x P R and define the edge weights Wq,x by
Wq,xpmÑ m` 1q “
ˇˇˇ
ˇqx`m`1 ` q´x´m´1qx`m ` q´x´m
ˇˇˇ
ˇ , Wq,xpm` 1Ñ mq “
ˇˇˇ
ˇ qx`m ` q´x´mqx`m`1 ` q´x´m´1
ˇˇˇ
ˇ ,
and put Wq,8pm Ñ m ` 1q “ q´1 and Wq,8pm ` 1 Ñ mq “ q. Then the pA8,8,Wq,xq are all
fair and balanced r2sq-graphs based on A8,8.
To see this, choose a fair and balanced r2sq-cost, and put a “ W p0Ñ 1q ą 0. Then we have
a ď J2Kq, a´1 ď J2Kq.(3.2)
Let us write W p1 Ñ 2q “ b and W p´1 Ñ 0q “ c. By the constant source weight condition,
b` a´1 “ J2Kq and c´1 ` a “ J2Kq. Since (3.2) also holds for b and c, we find
a ď J3Kq
J2Kq
, a´1 ď J3Kq
J2Kq
.
By induction, we deduce that
a ď Jn` 1Kq
JnKq
, a´1 ď Jn` 1Kq
JnKq
,
and hence, taking a limit n Ñ 8, that q ď a ď q´1. But each such a can be written as
qx`1`q´x´1
qx`q´x
for a unique x P RY t˘8u. Since the W pmÑ m` 1q are obviously determined by
the value of a, and since the weights Wq,x as above are easily seen to give a fair and balanced
r2sq-graph, our claim is shown.
Since the flip m ÞÑ ´m exchanges parameters x and ´x, and since the translation m ÞÑ m˘ 1
exchanges parameters x and x¯ 1, we may restrict to the case of 0 ď x ă 1. In this range, the
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weighted graphs are mutually non-isomorphic and exhaust all the possibilities of such weighted
graphs. The vertices m P Z of pA8,8,Wq,xq correspond to the family of Podles´ spheres S2qcpx`mq
for SU qp2q for a particular parametrization xÑ cpxq, see Example 5.7.
Example 3.13. For any 0 ă |q| ď 1, the graph D˚8 (Figure 2) admits a unique structure of a
fair and balanced r2sq-graph. The quantum homogeneous space corresponding to either of the
endpoints is the quantum real projective plane algebra CpRP 2q q ([13, 14]), see also Example 6.3.
Example 3.14. Consider the graphs A
p1q
n for 1 ď n ă 8 (Figure 3). Then one checks that the
only possible fair and balanced J2Kq-cost on it is obtained by giving the weight |q| to (say) the
counter-clockwise edges. This corresponds to the subgroup Zn`1 Ď Up1q Ď SU qp2q.
Example 3.15. Consider the graph E
p1q
6 (Figure 4). Then one can check that this graph has
a structure of a fair and balanced J2Kq-graph only when |q| “ 1. The same goes for the graphs
E
p1q
7 , E
p1q
8 , and D
p1q
n for 4 ď n. These correspond to the finite subgroups of SU˘1p2q which are
central extensions by Z2 of A4, S4, A5 and the dihedral groups of order 2n.
Example 3.16. For q “ ´1, we find a unique structure of compatible fair and balanced
p´2q-graph for each of the types A1m (2 ď m ď 8, Figure 6), D1m (3 ď m ă 8, Figure 5).
Example 3.17. For a generic negative q, the only new example is the graph A18 (Figure 7)
whose vertices are labeled by nonnegative integers. One may give a compatible fair and balanced
r2sq-graph structure as follows. Notice that the weights on rightward edges are monotonically
increasing when ´1 ă q. This also gives a coideal, see Example 6.4 and [24].
Example 3.18. Consider the graph ‚ // ‚oo . Then this does not admit the structure of a
fair and balanced r2sq-graph for any q with 0 ă |q| ď 1. Similarly, when 0 ă |q| ă 1, the graphs
Dn for odd n, and the graphs A
1
m for 3 ď m ă 8, in the notation of [23, Appendix], do not
admit fair and balanced r2sq-costs for 0 ă |q| ď 1. Hence we obtain that there is no quantum
homogeneous space corresponding to these graphs, refining the result of Tomatsu stating the
non-existence of such algebras among the coideals of CpSU qp2qq.1
4 Classification of SUqp2q-homogeneous spaces for |q| « 1
Using the results of the previous two sections, let us give now a direct combinatorial proof of
the classification of quantum homogeneous spaces for SU p2q, as first obtained by Wassermann
in [28] by using ‘half’ of the categorical structure and more computational techniques. We shall
say that a graph is of extended ADE type if it is a point and a double loop, or one of A
p1q
n
for 1 ě n, Dp1qn for 4 ď n, Ep1qn for n “ 6, 7, 8, A8,8, D˚8, or A8, that is, one of the graphs
appearing in [28].
1This (see also Example 6.5) corrects the error in [23, Theorem 7.1], which claimed the existence of a coideal
of type D1 and the nonexistence of the types A
1
m
for any negative q due to a circular argument in its proof;
Tomatsu has notified us of a correct proof based on the ‘generators and relations’ approach [24]. Our result
agrees with his corrections.
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Proposition 4.1. Up to equivariant Morita equivalence, the quantum homogeneous spaces over
SU p2q are all of the form HzSU p2q for some closed subgroup H of SU p2q.
Proof. We first claim that the associated graph must be of the extended ADE type (cf. [28,
Theorem 1]). Indeed, by Proposition 3.8, the possible graphs must have norm at most 2.
Moreover, the ones with norm smaller than 2 are trees, hence cannot happen by Remark 3.2.2.
Since the involution has to be fixed point free, we obtain that the graph is of extended ADE
type.
Now, Corollary 3.9 implies that the fair and balanced cost is uniquely determined by the graph
structure. Hence the only classification parameter is the graph alone. As is well known, all
these graphs are realized by closed subgroups of SU p2q.
We obtain an analogous classification for the case of q “ ´1 by the same strategy as above.
Proposition 4.2. The quantum homogeneous spaces over SU´1p2q are all strongly Morita
equivalent to a coideal of CpSU´1p2qq.
Proof. The proof is completely analogous to that of the previous proposition. This time, there
is no condition on the involution, hence the graphs of types A1m (m “ 2, 3, . . . ,8) and D1m
(m “ 3, 4, . . .) are also allowed. Again, any of these graphs are known to correspond to a
coideal (see [23, 24] or Section 6 of this paper).
Further expanding on this approach, we can go a little further and also list explicitly the
quantum homogeneous spaces over SU qp2q when |q| is very close to 1.
Theorem 4.3. There exists a real number 0 ă q0 ă 1 such that for any q0 ă q ă 1, all quantum
homogeneous spaces over SU qp2q arise as coideals, and are thus isomorphic to either a single
point, the quantum real projective plane RP 2q , one of the Podles´ spheres, or ZnzSU qp2q for some
n P Ną0.
For the same constant q0, for any ´1 ă q ă ´q0, again all quantum homogeneous spaces over
SU qp2q arise as coideals. Other than the ones listed above, we have the possibility of type A18.
Proof. It is well known that there is a spectral gap between 2 and the next number t0 which
can arise as the norm of an adjacency matrix ([12, Theorem I.1.2.], the case of infinite graphs
being easily incorporated as unions of finite graphs). Then, with q0 “ t0{2, one has J2Kq ă t0
whenever q0 ă |q| ă 1. By Proposition 3.8, any graph associated with an ergodic action of
SU qp2q for such q must have the graph norm 2, i.e. must be of extended ADE type. Given any
fair and balanced r2sq-cost on such a graph, one can choose an appropriate vertex and solve
the equation for an equivariant homomorphism into CpSU qp2qq, which gives a realization as an
coideal.
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5 Generators and relations
We continue to write u “ u1{2 for the fundamental representation of SU qp2q. The standard
basis of H1{2 is denoted by pe1, e2q. Let pΓ,W q be a connected fair and balanced q` q´1-graph,
with associated q-fundamental solution pH ,Rq in EJf where J “ Γp0q. Let F be the associated
strict tensor functor from ReppSU qp2qq into EJf . Let DJ be a ReppSU qp2qq-module C˚-category
associated with F , which we may also assume to be strict. We may use J to label a maximal
set txv | v P Ju of mutually non-isomorphic irreducible objects in D. We recall that we can
then identify Fpuaqvw with Morpxv, ua b xwq for a P 12N, the latter having the natural Hilbert
space structure xf, gy “ f˚g.
In [8, Section 5], we associated with each v, w a certain vector space
A
w
v “ ‘aP 1
2
N
Morpua b xw, xvq bHa.
These A wv could be seen as pre-Hilbert C
˚-equivalence bimodules between ˚-algebras A vv and
A
w
w, equipped with compatible coactions. We recall that the completion of some A
v
v is precisely
the ergodic action of SU qp2q associated with the vertex v. In general it is difficult to give a
concise description by generators and relations of an individual algebra A vv in terms of its
associated graph (but see [20] for at least a description). However, the ‘linking ˚-algebra’
A “ ‘v,wA wv has a much nicer presentation. Since A is Morita equivalent to any of the algebras
A
v
v (by means of the A vv-A -equivalence bimodule ‘wAvwq, it has the same ˚-representation
theory as any of the A vv, and shares many properties with them, such as the type of associated
von Neumann algebras.
We fix an orthonormal basis of each (non-zero) Hvw “ Fpuqvw “ Morpxv, ub xwq once and for
all, and denote their disjoint union over all v, w as pfiqiPL for some index set L. In order to
specify which component fi is in, we define maps s and t from L to J by pspiq, tpiqq “ pv, wq if
fi P Fvw.
Definition 5.1. For i P L and j P t1, 2u with pspiq, tpiqq “ pv, wq, we denote by zij the element
zij “ f˚i b ej P Morpub xw, xvq bHu Ď A wv Ď A .
The unit of A vv, considered as a projection in A , is denoted by δv.
The coaction of PpSU qp2qq on the various A wv as in [8, Definition 5.2] combine to a global
coaction α of PpSU qp2qq on A , by [8, Proposition 5.8 and Lemma 5.13]. The formula for the
coaction on the generators zij can be immediately deduced from the definition of this coaction.
Lemma 5.2. The coaction α : A Ñ A bPpSU qp2qq is determined by the formulas
αpδvq “ δv b 1, αpzijq “
2ÿ
k“1
zik b ukj.
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We next deduce certain relations among the elements δv and zij . First, the following equalities
are obvious by construction.
(5.1) δvzijδw “ δv,spiqδw,tpiqzij .
Lemma 5.3. For any w P J , one has the following relation inside A :
(5.2)
ÿ
iPL,tpiq“w
z˚ijzik “ δj,kδw.
Note that the sum on the left hand side is finite, as Hvw is non-zero for only a finite number
of v when w is fixed.
Proof. By definition of the ˚-operation [8, Definition 5.10], we have that z˚ij has only non-zero
component at a “ 1{2, where it equals the element rpR˚ubidtpiqqpidubfiqsbpe˚jbiduqpR¯up1qq. By
definition of the multiplication [8, Definition 5.4], we have then that
ř
i,tpiq“w z
˚
ijzij corresponds
to the elementÿ
i,tpiq“w
rpR˚u b idwqpidu b fif˚i qppppe˚j b iduqR¯up1qq b ejqc b idwqs b pppe˚j b iduqR¯up1qq b ejqc
(see also the proof of [8, Theorem 5.16]). But since the fi are orthonormal,
ř
i,tpiq“w fif
˚
i is
equal to id P Endpub xwq. Then, by looking at the morphism part, we see that the remaining
expression only has a non-zero component at c “ 0. Thus the above can be simplified to
idw b pe˚j bR˚qpR¯p1q b ekq “ idw b xej, eky, proving the assertion.
Lemma 5.4. For any i, k P L, one has
(5.3) zi1z
˚
k1 ` zi2z˚k2 “ δi,kδspiq.
Proof. Applying the coaction to the above formula, the unitarity of u implies that the left hand
side represents an invariant element. Since it lies in A
spiq
spiq, it must be a scalar multiple of idspiq.
Applying EG to it (cf. [8, Lemma 5.15]) and using the conjugate equations, we obtain that this
scalar must be
ř
j
1
dimqpuq
xR¯up1q, ej b ppe˚j b iduqR¯up1qqyf˚i fk, which by the orthogonality of the
fi reduces to δi,k.
The final relation expresses the adjoints z˚ij as a linear combination of elements of the form
zkl. It is here that the weight W on the graph will be used. Recall from (1.6) the anti-
linear maps Jvw associated with our q-fundamental solution pH ,Rq. Consider the matrix
E
pvwq
ij “ ´ sgnpqqxJvwfj, fiy, where spjq “ tpiq “ v and tpjq “ spiq “ w. Then the identity
JvwJwv “ ´ sgnpqq can be written asÿ
kPL
pspkq,tpkqq“pv,wq
E
pvwq
ik E
pwvq
kj “ ´ sgnpqqδi,j.
Recall also the matrix F introduced after Definition 1.1.
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Lemma 5.5. For any i P L and j P t1, 2u with pspiq, tpiqq “ pv, wq, we have
(5.4) z˚ij “
ÿ
kPL
pspkq,tpkqq“pw,vq
E
pw,vq
ik pF1jzk1 ` F2jzk2q,
or more succinctly
zpv,wq “ Epw,vqzpw,vqF,
where zpv,wq is the matrix of zij with pspiq, tpiqq “ pv, wq.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 5.3, we have that z˚ij has only a non-zero component at
a “ 1{2, where it equals the element rpR˚ub idwqpidubfiqsbpe˚j b iduqpR¯up1qq. Now pRub idwq P
Morpxw, ububxwq, and the latter space can be identified with Fpubuqww “ ‘vFpuqwvbFpuqvw,
by strict tensoriality of F . Under this correspondence, the element pRu b idwq coincides, by
construction, with the element ‘vRwvp1q. But the latter can be written
‘vRwvp1q “
ÿ
v,k,l
xfl,Jwvfkyfk b fl.
Identifying again with Morpxw, ub ub xwq, we obtain the equality
Ru b idw “
ÿ
v,k,l
xfl,Jwvfkypidu b flqfk.
Plugging this into the expression for z˚ij above, and using orthogonality of the fi, we obtain
z˚ij “
ÿ
k
xJwvfk, fiyf˚k b pe˚j b iduqR¯up1q.
Since ´ sgnpqqpe˚j b iduqR¯up1q “ F1je1 ` F2je2, this is precisely the formula for z˚ij as stated in
the lemma.
We now aim to show that these relations are the universal ones by which one can define A .
We write CcpJq for the algebra of finitely supported functions on J , and we denote δv P CcpJq
for the Dirac function at v P J . We identify CcpJq with its copy inside A .
Theorem 5.6. Let A be the (not necessarily unital) ˚-algebra generated by a copy CcpJq and
elements Zij for i P L, j P t1, 2u satisfying the relations (5.1), (5.2), (5.3), and (5.4) in place
of zij. Then the natural
˚-homomorphism
π : AÑ A ,
#
δv ÞÑ δv,
Zij ÞÑ zij ,
is an isomorphism.
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Proof. Let us first prove surjectivity of π. That is, we want to show that the zij generate A . If
this is not the case, there would be a nonzero morphism f P Morpuab xv, xwq, for some a P 12N
and v, w P J , which is orthogonal to the morphisms in MorpulT k b xv, xwq for any k P N. Since
any ua is contained in some u
lT k, this is impossible.
To prove now the bijectivity of π, we construct an explicit formula for its inverse. To obtain it,
we modify a technique which is very useful in the manipulation of Galois objects (cf. [4], see
also the more direct proof in [5]).
We first remark that there exists a coaction of PpSU qp2qq on A, which we will also denote as
α, uniquely determined by the formula
αpZijq “
2ÿ
k“1
Zik b ukj
That α is well-defined follows from the form of this formula (for (5.1)) and the fact that puijqi,j
is unitary (for (5.2) and (5.3)). Moreover by (5.4), α is a ˚-homomorphism. From the form of α,
it also satisfies the coaction property, and hence defines a coaction of PpSU qp2qq. Note that π is
then an equivariant map. In the following, we will use the shorthand notation αpxq “ xp0qbxp1q
both for x P A and x P A.
Denote now by B the (not necessarily unital) ˚-algebra generated by a copy of CcpJq and
elements Yij for i P t1, 2u and j P L, subject to δrYijδs “ δspiq,vδtpiq,wYij and the relations
2ÿ
j“1
YijY
˚
kj “ δi,kδspiq,
ÿ
jPL
tpjq“w
Y ˚jiYjk “ δi,kδw, Y pv,wq “ F´1Y pw,vqpEpw,vqq´1,
which are simply the relations defining the opposite algebra of A.
By the defining relations for PpSU qp2qq, the formula
β : PpSU qp2qq Ñ
ź
wPJ
à
vPJ
´
Bvw bAvw
¯
, uij ÞÑ
´ ÿ
kPL
tpkq“w
Yik b Zkj
¯
w
defines a unital ˚-homomorphism, where we put Bvw “ δvBδw, and where the codomain is
considered inside a completed tensor product of the algebras B and A, or alternatively as left
multiplication operators on BbA. Let us write the components of βpxq as βpxqvw P BvwbAvw.
We will employ the shorthand notation βpxqvw “ xr1,vws b xr2,vws.
As a final ingredient, define an anti-isomorphism
S : B Ñ A,
#
δv ÞÑ δv,
Yij ÞÑ Z˚ji,
which is well-defined by the symmetry of our relations. Then S restricts to maps Svw : Bvw Ñ
Awv.
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Write EG for the map A Ñ CcpJq sending x to pid b ϕGqαpxq. Define then
φvw : A vw Ñ Avw, xÑ EGpxp0qπpSvwpxp1qr1vwsqqqxp1qr2vws.
We claim that φ “ ‘v,wφvw is an inverse for π.
To see this, pick y P Avw. Then φvwpπpyqq “ EGpπpyp0qSvwpyp1qr1vwsqqqyp1qr2vws by equivariance
of π. We argue that in fact
(5.5) yp0qSvwpyp1qr1vwsq b yp1qr2vws “ δv b y.
Indeed, using the multiplicativity of α and β and the anti-multiplicativity of S, we have that
equation (5.5) holds for a product if it holds for the separate factors. Hence (5.5) only has to
be verified on the generators Zij, Z
˚
ij and δi, which follows from an easy computation using the
defining relations. It follows that φpπpyqq “ y, and that φ is the inverse of π.
Example 5.7. Consider the weighted graph pA8,8,Wq,xq as in Example 3.12. In this case, the
generators z can be labeled as z
pm,m˘1q
i , since Hmn is zero or one-dimensional, the latter case
only arising if |m´ n| “ 1.
From (5.4), we get that
(5.6) z
p10q
1 z
p10q˚
1 ` zp10q2 zp10q˚2 “ 1 “ zp01q1 zp01q˚1 ` zp01q2 zp01q˚2 .
Now we may choose Ep10q “Wq,xp1Ñ 0q1{2 (and then Ep01q “ ´ sgnpqqWq,xp1Ñ 0q´1{2), so by
Lemma 5.5 we know
(5.7)
#
z
p01q˚
1 “ ´ sgnpqq|q|´1{2Wq,xp1Ñ 0q1{2zp10q2 ,
z
p01q˚
2 “ |q|1{2Wq,xp1Ñ 0q1{2zp10q1 .
Hence, abbreviating zi “ zp10qi and Wq,xp1Ñ 0q “ Wx, we can use (5.7) to rewrite (5.6) as
(5.8)
#
z1z
˚
1 ` z2z˚2 “ 1
|q|z˚1 z1 ` |q|´1z˚2 z2 “ W´1x .
Let us write $’&
’%
X “ p|q|´x ` |q|xqz˚2 z1,
Z “ p|q|´x`1 ` |q|x`1qpz˚1 z1 ´ |q|
x
|q|´x`|q|x
q,
Y “ p|q|´x ` |q|xqz˚1 z2.
Then some easy but slightly tedious computations using only (5.8) show that the X , Y , Z
satisfy the relations of the Podles´ sphere S2qcpxq with cpxq “ p|q|x`1 ´ |q|´x´1q´2, with the
parametrization as in [21], namely X˚ “ Y , Z˚ “ Z, XZ “ q2ZX , Y Z “ q´2ZY , and#
Y X “ p1´ |q|´x´2Zqp1` |q|xZq
XY “ p1´ |q|´xZqp1` |q|x`2Zq.
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Another calculation shows that this gives an equivariant map from PpS2qcpxqq to A 00.
Now, since PpS2qcpxqq has a faithful positive invariant state, and since the action on it is ergodic,
the map from PpS2qcpxqq into A 00 is injective. But since the multiplicity graph of A 00 is the same
as the one of PpS2qcpxqq, they must have the same spectral decomposition. It follows that the
above map must actually be an isomorphism.
6 Equivariant morphisms
The result of [8, Section 7] can be specialized to the SU qp2q case in a form only involving the
q-fundamental solutions. We continue to abbreviate u “ u1{2. If X is a quantum homogeneous
space for SU qp2q, we write DX for the ReppSU qp2qq-module C˚-category of finite equivariant
Hilbert C˚-modules, and we write the module explicitly by M as in [8, Definition 2.14] for
emphasis. We denote by EX the tensor C
˚-category of endofunctors of X, and RX for the
associated q-fundamental solution.
Let now X and Y be quantum homogeneous spaces over SU qp2q. If there is an SU qp2q-morphism
from Y to X represented by an equivariant homomorphism f : CpXq Ñ CpYq, the induced
ReppSU qp2qq-homomorphism pθ#, ψq from DX to DY must make the diagram
θ#x
θ#pMpR
X,xqq

MpRY,θ#xq // ub ub θ#x
ψubu,xvv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
θ#pub ub xq
commutative for arbitrary object x P DX. Let J (resp. J 1) be an index set of irreducible classes
in DX (resp. in DY), and Ftr “ MorpYt, F pXrqq for pt, rq P J 1ˆJ be the vector spaces associated
with θ#. In terms of the vector spaces pFtrqrPJ,tPJ 1, pFXrsqr,sPJ , and pFYtuqt,uPJ , the above means
that the unitary maps
ψu,t,s :
à
rPJ
Ftr b FXrs Ñ
à
qPJ 1
FYtq b Fqs
for s P I make the diagram
(6.1) Ftr
idbR //
Rbid

‘sFtr b FXrs b FXsr
idbψ˝ψbid

‘uFYtu b FYut b Ftr 
 // ‘u,sFYtu b FYus b Fsr
commutative.
The next proposition shows that any ReppSU qp2qq-homomorphism functor can be characterized
by this commutativity.
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Theorem 6.1. Let G be a ˚-preserving functor from DX to DY represented by the J
1ˆJ-graded
vector space pFtrqtPJ,rPJ . Suppose that there exists a unitary map
(6.2) ψt,r :
à
sPJ
Fts b FXsr Ñ
à
uPJ 1
FYtu b Fur
for each t and r, such that the diagram (6.1) is commutative for any t and r. Then ψ can be
extended so that pG,ψq becomes an ReppSU qp2qq-homomorphism.
Proof. The assertion implies that there is a natural equivalence ψ : Mpu,G´q Ñ GMpu,´q of
functors from DX to DY such that the diagram
(6.3) Gx
RGx

GpRXq // GMpu b u, xq
Gpφu,u,xq
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
Mpu b u,Gxq
φu,u,Gx
//Mpu,Mpu,Gxqq
ψ˝ψ
// GMpu,Mpu, xqq
is commutative.
We first define the isomorphisms
ψubk,x : Mpubk, Gxq Ñ GMpubk, xq
for k P N and x P DX by
ψubk,x “ Gpφ´kq ˝ ψ ˝Mpψ,Mpu, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xq ¨ ¨ ¨ q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝Mpu,Mpu ¨ ¨ ¨ , ψq ¨ ¨ ¨ q ˝ φk.
Next, the assumption on pG,ψq implies that any morphism f : ubk Ñ ubk`2 in ReppSU qp2qq
of the form Rj,j`1 satisfies fψubk,x “ ψubk`2,xf for arbitrary x. Applying the ˚-operation to
the diagram (6.3) and using the fact that ψ is unitary, we obtain the same statement for the
morphisms R˚j,j`1. Since the morphisms of the form Rj,j`1 and R
˚
j,j`1 for j P N generate the
full subcategory of ReppSU qp2qq with the objects pubkqkPN, we conclude that fψubk,x “ ψubk
1
,xf
for arbitrary f P Morpubk, ubk1q and x P DX.
Now a standard argument shows that ψ can be extended to ReppSU qp2qq.
By virtue of the above theorem, we can reduce the problem of finding equivariant morphisms
between quantum homogeneous spaces to solving a series of quadratic equations on the set
of unitaries. For example, this gives another way to classify the coideals of SU qp2q which is
easier and more conceptual than the ‘generators and relations’ method of Podles´ and Tomatsu.
In some parts of Tomatsu’s classification, various consideration about the (non)existence of
coideals with particular graphs needed to be combined each other to say whether a coideal of
a particular diagram exists or not. In our approach, in order to determine the existence of a
particular type of coideal, we only need to study edge weights and the quadratic equation on
unitaries for that particular graph.
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Example 6.2. Let 0 ă |q| ă 1. The embedding of a Podles´ sphere (Example 3.12) into
CpSU qp2qq can be explained as follows. First, if there is any such an embedding θ, the Hilbert
spaces pFmqmPZ associated with it have to be 1-dimensional by [8, Proposition 7.5]. Thus, we
need to find unitaries
ψm : pFm`1 bHm`1,mq ‘ pFm´1 bHm´1,mq Ñ H1{2 b Fm
for m P Z satisfying the compatibility condition of Theorem 6.1. The q-fundamental solution
of the Podles´ sphere for the parameter x can be represented by
´
ˇˇˇ
ˇqx`m`1 ` q´px`m`1qqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
ξm,m`1 b ξm`1,m ` sgnpqq
ˇˇˇ
ˇqx`m´1 ` q´px`m´1qqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
ξm,m´1 b ξm´1,m
where ξm,m˘1 are unit vectors in Hm,m˘1. Fix a unit vector ξm in Fm for each m P Z. First, let
us consider the case 0 ă q. Comparing the above with the q-fundamental solution of u in (1.4),
we deduce that ψ has to be of the form
ψpξm`1 b ξm`1,mq “ p´1qmαmα¯m`1
˜
λ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ q´px`mqqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e2 b ξm `
ˇˇˇ
ˇ qx`mqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e1 b ξm
¸
,
ψpξm´1 b ξm´1,mq “ p´1qmαmα¯m´1
˜
´λ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ qx`mqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e2 b ξm `
ˇˇˇ
ˇ q´px`mqqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e1 b ξm
¸
(if x “ 8, we take p´1qmαmα¯m`1λe2 b ξm and p´1qmα¯mαm´1e1 b ξm respectively) for some
unit modulus complex numbers pαmqmPZ and λ. The case of q ă 0 is almost the same, given by
ψpξm`1 b ξm`1,mq “ αmα¯m`1
˜
p´1qmλ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ q´px`mqqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e2 b ξm `
ˇˇˇ
ˇ qx`mqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e1 b ξm
¸
,
ψpξm´1 b ξm´1,mq “ αmα¯m´1
˜
λ
ˇˇˇ
ˇ qx`mqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e2 b ξm ´ p´1qm
ˇˇˇ
ˇ q´px`mqqx`m ` q´px`mq
ˇˇˇ
ˇ
1
2
e1 b ξm
¸
.
Taking into account of the gauge action (see [8, Corollary 7.4]), we see that there is an free
transitive action of Up1q on the embeddings of CpS2q,xq if x ‰ 8 (given by the right translation
of Up1q), and that the embedding is unique for x “ 8.
Example 6.3. We can see that category of the graph D8 (Example 3.13) admits an (essen-
tially unique) RpSU qp2qq-homomorphism functor to the one of A8,8 (Example 3.12) with the
parameter x if and only if x “ 0. Then, the endpoints of D8 are mapped to the vertex 0 of
A8,8. In fact, most of the unitaries to consider for (6.2) are between 1-dimensional Hilbert
spaces. This excludes the cases 0 ă x, and also forces the endpoints to be mapped to the vertex
0. For x “ 0, the condition forces θ#pXmq » Y´m‘ Ym for 1 ď m, and θ#pX˚q “ θ#pX˜˚q » Y0.
Hence θ# is represented by the 1-dimensional spaces F˚, F˜˚, Fm, F´m for r “ 1, 2, . . ., One can
verify that the unitary map from F˚ bH˚1 ‘ F˜˚ bH˜˚1 to H01 bF1 ‘H0,´1b F´1 expressed by
the matrix
1?
2
ˆ
1 1
´1 1
˙
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satisfies the condition of ψ. This solution corresponds to the embedding of CpRP 2q,8q into
CpS2q,0q.
Example 6.4. Let q ă 0, and consider the graph of type A18 (Example 3.17). By an analogous
argument as above, we see that the Podles´ sphere for x “ 1
2
embeds into this one, by the
correspondence of vertices m ÞÑ m for m ě 0 and m ÞÑ ´pm` 1q for m ă 0. A formula similar
to the ones of Example 6.2 gives the embedding of the algebras pCpXmqq8m“0 into CpSU qp2qq.
Example 6.5. Consider the case q “ ´1 and X is either of the ones in Example 3.16. We then
find solutions of pG,ψq for the embeddings CpXq Ñ CpSU´1p2qq coinciding with the results
of [24]. As an illustration let us consider the graph D13. It has three vertices we label by `,´, ˚,
where ˚ is the middle one admitting a loop around it. Since the associated graded vector space
has 1-dimensional components, we pick a unit vector in each component denoted by ξ`˚ P F`˚,
etc. Thus, the q-fundamental solution can be represented by the vectors
ξ˚˚ b ξ˚˚ ` 1?
2
ξ˚` b ξ`˚ ` 1?
2
ξ˚´ b ξ´˚,
?
2ξ`˚ b ξ˚`,
?
2ξ´˚ b ξ˚´.
The vector spaces pF˚, F`, F´q associated with G : DX Ñ ReppSU qp2qq has to satisfy dimF˚ “ 2
and dimF` “ dimF´ “ 1. We take a basis pξ1, ξ2q of F˚, and unit vectors ξ˘ P F˘. Solving
the equation for ψ, we find that the solutions are the following two families, both parametrized
by β P Up1q. The first is
ξ1 b ξ˚` ÞÑ e1 b ξ`, ξ2 b ξ˚` ÞÑ e2 b ξ`, ξ` b ξ`˚ ÞÑ 1?
2
pe2ξ1 ` e1ξ2q,
ξ1 b ξ˚´ ÞÑ e1 b ξ´, ξ2 b ξ˚´ ÞÑ ´e2 b ξ´, ξ´ b ξ´˚ ÞÑ 1?
2
pe2ξ1 ´ e1ξ2q,
ξ1 b ξ˚˚ ÞÑ βe2 b ξ2, ξ2 b ξ˚˚ ÞÑ β¯e1 b ξ1,
and the second is
ξ1 b ξ˚` ÞÑ e1 b ξ`, ξ2 b ξ˚` ÞÑ e2 b ξ`, ξ` b ξ`˚ ÞÑ 1?
2
pe2ξ1 ` e1ξ2q,
ξ1 b ξ˚´ ÞÑ ´β¯4e2 b ξ´, ξ2 b ξ˚´ ÞÑ e1 b ξ´, ξ´ b ξ´˚ ÞÑ 1?
2
p´β4e1ξ1 ` e2ξ2q,
ξ1 b ξ˚˚ ÞÑ 1
2
ppβe1 ` β¯e2q b ξ1 ` p´β¯e1 ` β¯3e2q b ξ2q,
ξ1 b ξ˚˚ ÞÑ 1
2
ppβ3e1 ´ βe2q b ξ1 ` pβe1 ` β¯e2q b ξ2q.
7 The C˚-algebra of a quantum homogeneous spaces
It would be very pleasing if certain properties of the CpXq could be deduced directly from their
associated fair and balanced r2sq-graph. For example, can something be said about the type of
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their associated von Neumann algebras? About their center, or the center of their associated
von Neumann algebra? As we will see, there is a satisfying description of their K-theory in
such terms. For this, we will not need to make use of the cost function. We first however make
some comments on nuclearity and C˚-algebraic types.
7.1 C˚-algebraic properties of quantum homogeneous spaces
Proposition 7.1. Let X be a quantum homogeneous space for SU qp2q, where 0 ă |q| ď 1.
Then CpXq is nuclear.
Proof. This follows from [7, Corollary 23].
We now turn to a discussion of the type of the C˚-algebras associated with ergodic actions by
SU qp2q.
Recall that a unital C˚-algebra is said to be liminal if all its irreducible representations are
finite-dimensional. The algebra CpSU p2qq is liminal since it is commutative, and CpSU´1p2qq
is also known to be liminal; any of its irreducible representations is at most 2-dimensional [29].
When |q| ă 1, the C˚-algebra CpSU qp2qq is no longer liminal, but it still is of type I. The follow-
ing proposition concerns the type of the C˚-algebra associated with a quantum homogeneous
space.
Proposition 7.2. Let X be a quantum homogeneous space for SU qp2q, where 0 ă |q| ď 1.
Then CpXq is of type I if and only if CpXq is equivariantly Morita equivalent to a coideal.
Proof. Since the property of being type I passes to sub-C˚-algebras by Glimm’s Theorem (cf.
[6, IV.1.5.11]), any coideal for SU qp2q is of type I. Since this property is also preserved under
strong Morita equivalence, the ‘if’ direction of the assertion is proven.
Conversely, assume that A is of type I. Then A has at least one non-zero finite-dimensional
representation. By [23, Theorem 4.10], the graph associated with this ergodic action must have
norm smaller than or equal to 2, hence equal to 2. By the arguments as in Theorem 4.3, it
must be equivariantly Morita equivalent to a coideal.
Remark 7.3. Quite possibly this proposition remains true also on the von Neumann algebraic
level. Of course one direction is trivial, but we have not been able to produce a proof for the
converse direction.
7.2 K-theory of quantum homogeneous spaces
Let us now consider the K-theory of quantum homogeneous spaces. The solution of the Baum–
Connes conjecture by Nest and Voigt [15, 27] allows us to compute the (usual) K-groups of
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quantum homogeneous spaces from the equivariant K-groups. First, let us briefly review their
methodology. In the Z-equivariant KK-category, there is an exact triangle of the form
C0pZq τ´id // C0pZq
||②②
②②
②②
②②
②
C
bb❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊❊
where τ is the automorphism of C0pZq given as the translation by 1 P Z. By the Baaj–Skandalis
duality and the Takesaki–Takai duality, we obtain an exact triangle
C
χ1´χ0ÝÝÝÝÑ C Ñ CpUp1qq Ñ Cr1s
in the Up1q-equivariant KK-category. The induction from Up1q to SU qp2q gives yet another
exact triangle involving the standard Podles´ sphere and SU qp2q,
CpUp1qzSU qp2qq Ñ CpUp1qzSU qp2qq Ñ CpSU qp2qq Ñ CpUp1qzSU qp2qq,
in the SU qp2q-equivariant KK-category. This triangle can be lifted to a DpSU qp2qq-equivariant
exact triangle for the Drinfeld double DpSU qp2qq. The solution of the Baum–Connes conjecture
for SU qp2q by Voigt states that CpUp1qzSU qp2qq is DpSU qp2qq-equivariantly KK-equivalent to
C‘ C, hence we obtain an exact triangle of the form
(7.1) C‘ C Ñ C‘ C Ñ CpSU qp2qq Ñ pC‘ Cqr1s.
Theorem 7.4. Let X be a quantum homogeneous space over SU qp2q, and let γ be the action of
π 1
2
P RpSU qp2qq on KSU qp2q˚ pCpXqq. Let φ be the map on KSU qp2q0 pCpXqq‘2 represented by the
matrix ˆ´id ´id
id γ ´ id
˙
.
Then K0pCpXqq (resp. K1pCpXqq) is the cokernel (resp. kernel) of φ.
Proof. For any G-C˚-algebra A, the braided tensor product A b ´ is an exact functor from
the category of DpSU qp2qq-algebras to that of SU qp2q-algebras. Thus, applying it to the trian-
gle (7.2), we obtain an exact triangle of SU qp2q-algebras
pA b Cq‘2 Ñ pA b Cq‘2 Ñ pA b CpSU qp2qqq‘2 Ñ pA b Cq‘2r1s.
This induces a 6-term exact sequence of the KSU qp2q-groups.
Now, we have a natural identification AbC » A as SU qp2q-algebras. Moreover, AbCpSU qp2qq
is naturally isomorphic to CpSU qp2qq bAtriv, where Atriv denotes is the C˚-algebra A with the
trivial CpSU qp2qq-coaction. By the Green–Julg isomorphism and the Takesaki–Takai duality,
we have K
SU qp2q
˚ pCpSU qp2qq b Atrivq » K˚pAq. Furthermore, the Green–Julg isomorphism
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together with the ergodicity on A implies that K
SU qp2q
1 pAq is trivial. Thus, the above triangle
gives an exact sequence of the form
0Ñ K1pAq Ñ KSU qp2q0 pAq‘2 Ñ KSU qp2q0 pAq‘2 Ñ K0pAq Ñ 0.
It remains to identify the map f between K
SU qp2q
0 pAq‘2 in the above exact sequence. First,
K
SU qp2q
0 pAq‘2 can be identified with
RpUp1qq bRpSU qp2qq KSU qp2q0 pAq » KUp1q0 pAq
because RpUp1qq is free of rank 2 over RpSU qp2qq. If one follows the argument above the
theorem, we see that f can be identified with the action of z ´ 1 P RpUp1qq on KUp1q0 pAq. Let
us take p1, zq as a basis of RpUp1qq over RpSU qp2qq. Then, by z2 “ pz ` z´1qz ´ 1, the action
of z on RpUp1qq can be expressed by the matrixˆ
0 ´1
1 π 1
2
˙
P M2pRpSU qp2qqq.
This shows that z ´ 1 acts by the matrix of assertion.
Example 7.5. Let us consider an ergodic action of SU qp2q of full quantum multiplicity, cf.
[5]. This means that the associated weighted graph has a single vertex, and its loops can be
labeled by a multiset S of positive real numbers λi, of even cardinality when q ą 0, such that
S “ S´1 and such that the sum of all elements in S equals J2Kq. Let us denote by FS some
real-valued matrix such that F 2S “ ´ sgnpqq, and such that S forms the set of eigenvalues of
F ˚F (taking account of multiplicities). Then the ergodic action associated with our weighted
graph is the C˚-algebra denoted AopFS, F q in [5] (which up to isomorphism does not depend
on the concrete choice of FS, and where we recall that F is the matrix (1.3)).
In this case, we have thatK
SU qp2q
0 pAopFS, F qq “ C, and the matrix φ from Theorem 7.4 becomes
φ “
ˆ´1 ´1
1 n ´ 1
˙
,
where n is the number of loops in our graph. It follows that, for n ‰ 2, the AopFS, F q have
Cuntz-algebra-like behaviour in that K1pAopFS, F qq “ 0 and K0pAopFS, F qq “ Zn´2.
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